
PANACHAEANS AND PANHELLENES 

J{N THIS ARTICLE we seek to bring evidence on the Commonalty of the 
Achaeans in the province of Achaia and the Panhellenion up to date and to 

distinguish periods of aim and organization in the former. Representatives of the 
two koina have in common the appellation Panhellenes, though at different periods. 
The reader must be warned that in the writer's opinion (see GrRomByzSt 14, 1973, 
p. 389) Thessaly did not belong at any time to the province of Achaia after 27 B.C. 

I. THE COMMONALTY OF THE ACHAEANS AS PROVINCIAL KoINON 

In Greece in the 1st century after Christ the terms " all the Hellenes " (which 
could in the right context be shortened to " the Hellenes ") and "the Panhellenes " 

and " the Achaeans and Panhellenes " were convenient ways of referring to a more 
recent union of the Achaean League of the Peloponnese with the pre-existing union 
of the several ethnic communities of Central Greece without listing all the ethnic 
communities more than once. The evidence lies in IG VII, 2711 and 2712, the 
Epaminondas documents from Acraephia, whvich the writer examined carefully in 
1971.' The first document in the dossier of IG VII, 2711 begins, " [The general 
of the Achacans], Boeotians, Locrians, Euboeans, [Phocians, so and so], son of 
Diodotus, of Argos, to the archons of the Acraephians, greetings." The strict 
formality of a heading provides the official name. The epistle reports the service 
performed by Epaminondas in keeping the Boeotian ethnos represented in this larger 
union: co abro-rqvat [KwVSV] VEl)(E) LiV )v BOLWTtav iiro Tr6v IlaveXXrvw, he says in 
lines 9-10. This is a covering letter for the second document, a decree with honors 
voted, he says, " by all the Hellenes." We do not have the prescript of the decree, 
but the formula of sanction reads in line 15 0'( O4 v VV&8p r6hV 'EEXX'vov, and 
the document ends with an order for the publication of " the decree of the Hellenes." 

Just as even the general referred to " the Panhellenes," the phrase Ev rol 

Havi4X?7crtv occurs in clear but abbreviated references in decrees of Boeotian cor- 
porations in IG VII, 2711, line 61 and IG VII, 2712, line 45. It is particularly 
striking that the Thebans say ev r4' KOLi'cp Trv H-lav [EX?V4] vwv r4^ aXGe'VTt fv 'Apyet (2711, 
line 61), and the Acraephians themselves say ev vT6 'AXwAaLV Kcat HavEXXA4v 

XveEpL, El? "ALApyEa2 

The most important document of the entire dossier is the third, namely the 
epistle of the new emperor Gaius, who with strict formality addresses the " Pan- 
hellenes " by their official, though cumbersome, title, " Commonalty of the Achaeans, 
Boeotians, Locrians, Phocians, Euboeans," thus with the Locrians again in third 

lJ. H. Oliver, " Epaminondas of Acraephia," GrRomByzSt 12, 1971, pp. 221-237. 
2 IG VII, 2712 (= GrRom ByzSt 12, 1971, p. 237), lines 39-40. 
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place. But the list of ambassadors near the end of the imperial letter has the Locrians 
in last place; it reads as follows: 

'A [ p I XuTmpeE-,8Ev41 ,u'V 

35 [ AP AEVKtOV V?'Axa&1c[v] 8E OE T ? 'A 

[*- i]ov, 'Apo-r[- os 'E7T8lKO[v], Tt/u'oE 
[vos T] E,v[o e l o]v, A[?]8cq.os TELav8p[l] 

[8ov], M-vo4&v- [?]ovV Bot7uor)v 8& 'Era 

40 ['OXvP ]7riawo0 ' DJcKE'CV [8E ? E1v3o]E'wv a 'ApLtoTo6019 

..... *]kovv AOKp6wV 8 [?-] 'AvagLt8oTov. 

The embassy consisted of one chief ambassador and then ambassadors from 
each of the five constituent leagues.3 A. B. West ' identified the chief ambassador 
with L. Gellius L. f. Menander of Corinth, because Holleaux had made the letters 
MEN at the end of line 34 into the begilning of the name and the first visible letters 
of line 35, APE, into the end of the name MEv [cav]8p<o>g. There are, however, four 
missing letters at the beginning of line 35, not two as in the lacuna postulated by 
Holleaux and West, and there is no apparent reason for an indentation of line 35 
and for a violation of syllabic division between lines 34 and 35. One cannot restore 
[MEVav]8p<o>s all at the beginning of line 35, because the line would then extenid 
into the left margin without being the first line of a new document and without 
really being even the beginning of the list of ambassadors. These difficulties make 
it quite impossible to accept the identification, though Kahrstedt 6 did. The stone- 
cutter may have miscopied iota omicron as rho in a name like ['App0]8<Ko>sq at the 
beginning of line 35. Leukios, a common name among Greek peregrini, does not 
indicate Roman citizenship. A title, perhaps atpXtEpEVS ToV3 1E/3ao-rov, may have 
followed. 

Kahrstedt, however, observes correctly that the list of ambassadors makes it 
possible to say that all the Greeks of the Peloponnese who belonged to the Achaean 
League belonged to it immediately; that is, without an intervening Arcadian or 
Messenian League. 

One could make an interesting comparison with representation of the districts of Asia in 
another cult. See L. Robert, " Le culte de Caligula 'a Milet et la province d'Asie," Hellenica VII, 
Limoges 1949, pp. 206-238. 

4 A. B. West, Corinth, VIII, ii, Latin Inscriptions, Cambridge, Mass. 1931, pp. 30-78. 
-'M. Holleaux, " Inscription d'Acraephiae," BCH 12, 1888, pp. 305-315. 
6U. Kahrstedt, SymbOslo 28, 1950, pp. 70-75, but not J. Deninger, Die Provinziallandtage 

der r3n'tischen Kaiserseit (Vestigia VI, Munich and Berlin 1965), p. 90, who followed Larsen. The 
writer would make other corrections in Kahrstedt's article. Kahrstedt, p. 73, failed to notice that 
I(; II2, 1094 (= III, 18) had been republished in Hesperia 10, 1941, pp. 361-363 with photograph, 
where the alleged reference to an Emperor Antoninus was coompletely eliminated. The inscription is 
Hadrianic. Secondly, Kahrstedt, p. 75, understood the word 'Axatav in line 12 of Nero's speech in 
IG VII, 2713 as indicating Central Greece alone as distinguished from the Peloponnese. Rather it 
subsumes both parts of the province. Thirdly, Kahrstedt tied the attestation of Corinth's membership 
in the Achaean League to West's (and Holleaux's) mistaken identification of the chief ambassador 
in IG VII, 2711, pp. 34-35. 
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The five constituent leagues did not send the same number of ambassadors each. 
There are eight from the Achaeans. In lines 38-40 the Boeotians have four, namely 
Epaminondas son of Epaminondas, then the lost so-and-so son of so-and-so, then 
[Olym]pion and Heraclitus sons of [Olym]pion. The Phocians have only one man. 
The Euboeans have only one man. The Locrians, however have two, of whom one 
name, but only one, is entirely lost in the lacuna. 

The Dorians of Doris, who, as is clear from IG IV' 1, 80-81, belonged to this 
organization in the time of Tiberius, are not mentioned here. It does not follow that 
they no longer have any connection; they may have been absorbed, not by the 
Phocians (so Kahrstedt, p. 70), but by the Locrians. For the numbers suggest a 
parallel in Central Greece between Boeotians and the sum total of Locrians, Phocians, 
Euboeans and Dorians. 

As we know from IG IV2 1, 80 and 81 at Epidaurus, the official order of the 
leagues used to be Achaeans, Boeotians, Phocians, Euboeans, Locrians, Dorians, 
and this probably reflected the ratio 8, 4, 1, 1, 1, 1. With the disappearance of the 
Dorians as a separate entity the official order became Achaeans, Boeotians, Locrians, 
Phocians, Euboeans, and this reflected the ratio 8, 4, 2, 1, 1. However, the traditional 
order with mention of the Phocians and Euboeans before that of the Locrians re- 
asserted itself in the order in which the ambassadors were listed at the end of the epistle 
of Caligula. That this was the traditional order of the local commonalties of Central 
Greece we know from IG IJ2, 4114 of 34 or 33 B.C., which attests a pre-existing 
over-all commonalty of Boeotians, Euboeans, Phocians, Locrians and Dorians in 
that order even before the merger with the Commonalty of the Achaeans. The tradi- 
tional order with [Phocians and] Euboeans ahead of Locrians appears again on the 
base for a statue of the emperor Claudius, found near Coronea but incorrectly 
restored in IG VII, 2878. 

The order in lists of koina need not be interpreted as representing fluctuations 
in membership. Certainly the Dorians of Central Greece have disappeared, pre- 
sumably absorbed into another local commonalty, but the over-all commonalty of 
Central Greece has remained. The Peloponnesians preferred to list the constituent 
local commonalties in order of weight (votes or ambassadors). The emperor replied 
by using the version of the title used in the decree or letter of transmission. The 
Greeks of Central Greece, however, preferred the historical order. 

The over-all union of the commonalties of Central Greece was not an ancient 
inheritance but a defense reaction of weak neighboring states with the Aetolians, 
Achaeans, Thessalians in mind. In a unified province it served no great purpose and 
may have disappeared in A.D. 69, but the local commonalties, being ancient federal 
states, continued to exist. The over-all union, however, perhaps facilitated the merger 
with the Commonalty of the Achaeans into something like a provincial koinon. The 
date of the merger is not recorded and must be inferred. 

To judge from IG IV' 1, 80-81 (the latter in the improved version of W. Peek, 
Abi. Leipzig <60, 2>, 1969, no. 34), the merger may have been worked out by T. 
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Statilius Timocrates, who on the recovery of their freedom became secretary of the 
new organization, Ka0 Ta' Tr EXEvOepL'a &n rrXav&Ez'UVa, KarECrTo1-raro f8[E]3,aLa. The 
freedom was the freedom to function as a union, not the short-lived freedom granted 
by Nero. It was also the freedom from foreign control (==senatorial rule), the 
freedom guaranteed by their patron, the emperor. A few years later Statilius Timo- 
crates lost his son Lamprias, and he is consoled at Epidaurus by decrees of the 
Athenians and Lacedaemonians in IG IV' 1, 82-84 and 85-86 respectively. The 
Athenian decrees are dated to the Athenian archonship of Secundus, which can be 
placed with confidence well before A.D. 67.7 Quite apart from this, Epaminondas of 
Acraephia, who in IG VII, 2713 celebrated the grant of freedom and autonomy 8 by 
Nero, commented that to this great gift Nero had added immunity from taxation, a 
benefaction which none of the previous emperors had granted in its entirety. He 
thus implied that Tiberius and Gaius, who had come only part way, had already 
granted much freedom when they liberated the province from senatorial government. 

In brief, the glorious career of Timocrates fell in the time of Tiberius and 
Caligula. The union between the Achaeans on the one side and the Boeotians, Loc- 
rians, Phocians and Euboeans on the other clearly antedated the accession of Caligula, 
because he confirms their union. Because of Timocrates the union could hardly have 
gone back as far as the reign of Augustus. The formula of sanction in IG IV' 1, 81 
was &'8oEe rc?4 lIavaXamKcJ cvvwe8pko. Larsen ' with his usual caution notes that the 
enlarged league " is first heard of towards the end of the reign of Tiberius," while 
West, Corinth VIII, ii, p. 30 and Kahrstedt, p. 71, dated the merger to the same 
time. West attributed the revival and merger to the activity of the popular legate, P. 
Memmius Regulus, toward the end of the reign of Tiberius. 

A unified province of Achaia was somewhat unnatural. Not only had the 
Achaean League earlier been separate from Central Greece, but in A.D. 6, when the 
proconsul died, he was, according to Cassius Dio, LV.27. 6, succeeded by one acting 
governor for the Peloponnese and one acting governor for Central Greece. Achaia 
under its annually changing proconsul continued the old maladministration of the 
Roman Republic. The discontent which the Greeks felt with senatorial government 
led them to co-operate and look upon the emperor as their savior and liberator. 
Tacitus, Ann. I.76: Achaiam ac Macedoniam onera deprecantis levari in praesens 
proconsulari imperio tradique Caesari placuit. A.D. 15, when this occurred, actually 
brought a great deal of freedom and constitutes a terminus post quem for the merger. 
The other imperial legate remained far away, but P. Memmius Regulus (A.D. 35-44) 
took a great interest in Athens and Achaia. It is natural to think of him first as the 
governor who encouraged the merger. One argument (Kahrstedt's) must, however, 
be eliminated. In IG VII, 2711 the present participle in Caligula's statement E& v,uas 
curvvrrapbE'ovs was a mistake; the true reading of line 29 is UvvEOTc.a1Evovg. 

7 For the date see also S. Follet, Athenes au Jfe et Cut IfIe siecle, Paris 1977, p. 303. 
8 A stereotyped expression: one implied the other. 
9 J. A. 0. Larsen in Tenney Frank's Economic Survey . . ., IV, Baltimore 1938, p. 450. 
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II. THE ATTIC PANHELLENION 

The Commonalty of the Achaeans, Boeotians, Locrians, Phocians, Euboeans 
could not pretend to be panhellenic in representing the whole Hellenic world of the 
three continents or even the Hellenic world of European Greece. Symbolically, spiri- 
tually and traditionally Athens and Sparta, which were not members, more truly 
represented Hellenism. In fact the Delphic Amphictyony had a better claim to the 
title " common synhedrion of all the Hellenes," and this actually was an aspiration 
early in the reign of Hadrian, when a Delphic inscription, FdD III, iv, no. 302, in 
column II, lines 1-6, mentioned the attempt to get the Senate to reapportion the votes 
in order that the excessive votes of the Thessalian League might be reassigned to 
Athens, Sparta and other cities, " so that the synhedrion might be a common syn- 
hedrion of all the Hellenes." The same inscription in column I, lines 15-17 attests 
that Nero had been responsible for the maldistribution of Amphictyonic votes. But 
even the Amphictyonic Council could not aspire to represent the true Hellenism of 
the whole Greek world of three continents. 

The aspirations of the Domitianic-Trajanic-Hadrianic period in the old Greek 
world of the three continents eventuated in the establishment of the Attic Panhellenion 
with delegates from old Greek mother communities and old Greek colonies. These 
cities and ethnic communities (6)0XEW KLat WOvvj), which included not only Athens and 
Sparta but the Achaean League and its partners, were said to participate in the Attic 
Panhellenion, and their delegates were officially known as Panhellenes. The material 
has been brought together and discussed in my book, Marcus Aurelius (Hesperia, 
Suppl. XIII, Princeton 1970), chapters I and IV, and has been supplemented by 
J. and L. Robert and by S. Follet AthTh'nes au IIe et au JIJe siecle, pp. 125-135 with 
some new evidence and with many judicious comments about the old. Of the new 
evidence the two most interesting documents are the following: 

1. Thessalonica Honors Antoninus Puis at Request of the Panhelleion. Thes- 
salonica. Statue base discovered near the Agora of the Roman Period. Ph. M. 
Ines Petsas, Makedonika 9, 1969, p. 143 f., no. 45 with photograph on plate 23; and J. 
and L. Robert. BullJp 1970, no. 367. 

Av?7oKparopa * Kauora 

pa Oeov o *A8ptavov * vtov 
,oEvO Tpatavov * vtcvovv, 

NEov* NE'pova E yyovov * T * AXt 
5 ov * AA8ptavov 'Avwvtvov [ Se] 

Raa-rov EV1CrE/) * KaTa ro 'h7 [Obwftoa] 
r'o 86&av oZ3 llave'XXvautv [8t] 

a7TrE,uqOEv ver av,rv et a.r[] 

Oraa raT pErEXovcoas roTXEL9 K[aL] 

10 E'Ovq Tov llaveXX-qvtov KVP[Ct] 

Gev inTo Tov av1oKpaTropo VV 
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roXAEtrapXoivrwCv 
Lv Ao,urtov * op6o-vcgos r 

T Novi.wr4vov * MaKpEtVov Tov? Ka[f] 
15 HpELPLy&vovs 

'AXe6dv8pov 'AlroXXEtvaptov 

The inscription attests the term psephisma for a decree of the Panhellenion, 
and it informs us that on the accession of Antoninus Pius the Panhellenes voted him 
honors and submitted a draft of the decree for his approval. Whether he trimmed 
the list or not is unrecorded, but he permitted the erection of a statue of himself in 
each city and ethnic center, whereupon notification was sent out to the member 
communities for their action. The Panhellenion thus made congratulatory embassies 
to Rome from member communities unnecessary. 

2. The Areopagus Honors Vedia Jo, daughter of a Panhellene from Argos. 
Athens. Statue base discovered in excavation of the Library of Hadrian. G. Dontas, 
AEXr 23, 1968 (1969), XpovMKa, p. 19 with photograph; and J. and L. Robert, BullJEp, 
1970, no. 245; S. Follet, Athenes au Ile et au IIle sie'cle, p. 133. 

['H E'l A [ p] 'oQ[v] rdy [ov] 
,f3ovX B',81av 
EiCI B-&ov ilpo 

daVTrov 'ApyEt 
5 ov H1avE'XX-vog 

aycWvoO ET-7qa [v] 
TOM NiE,uE[X] V 

OvyarEpa Ka& 

KXav8[ tas 'A]pr[E] 
10 Fc,; a' rlcraa[LfE] 

vov ToV ra[Trp0s] 

avEn-TrqE [v] 

Through the kindness of Mr. Dontas the writer in 1971 was able to see the 
stone and to make a squeeze. The reading is difficult, but once the letters are read, 
only one restoration, that in line 1 1 where not more than three spaces can be allowed, 
raises doubt. A restoration Ila[vEX(X-qvtov)I in an inscription with no other abbre- 
viations would look rather desperate. It seems better to reckon with a ligature, i. e. 
the sigma or upsilon of a genitive ending inside the omicron like a sigma on the 
Athenian base shown in AeXr 25, pl. 69. The restoraton 7r[ar'nov] is, however, 
impossible, because a grandfather of the lady honored has not been mentioned. Unless 
we have failed to visualize all the possibilities in line 11, only one restoration is 
possible, 7ra [-rpo'f]. 

IG II2, 4054, honoring a woman of Athens, ends Kac' Vo7rokwar-pkov 'ApE[olra]- 
CE'TWv 0 rarr,p apEr17s cve[i']. It is normal for a father (or other relative) to 
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receive permission for a statue which he himself erects. But why did the Areopagus 
erect Vedia Io's and how did it happen that the non-Athenian father had the audacity 
to ask them to do so? Presumably the Areopagus had wished to honor the Panhellene, 
and he had asked that the statue, for which he himself was perhaps paying, should 
be a statue not of himself but of his daughter, who also deserved well. It is the 
father's service which receives mention; he was the agonothete, but since the festival 
was held at Argos, she may have distinguished herself with hospitality. 

III. THE CONNECTION OF CORINTH 

Julius Caesar caused a Roman colony to be founded, the Laus Iulia Corinthiensis, 
settled with freedmen. Later it served as capital of the Roman province of Achaia. 
A number of freeborn Greeks lived in and around this area, and they became more 
and more closely associated with all aspects of the city's life. In fact as time went 
on, the servile antecedents of the Roman colony became more of an embarrassment. 
In view of a cruel epigram of Crinagoras (AP IX.284) known to all, these antece- 
dents were unlikely to be forgotten, and a tendency existed to connect the city through 
its Greek population with the glorious past of ancient Corinth. U. Kahrstedt 1 

thought that the leader of the embassy to Caligula was a well-known Corinthian and 
that Corinth therefore belonged again to the Commonalty of the Achaeans. The 
identification, rejected above in our list of ambassadors, was mistaken; there is 
still no evidence that Corinth in the Roman period ever belonged to the Commonalty 
of the Achaeans. 

But Corinth did participate in the Attic Panhellenion. The Panhellene Maecius 
Faustinus " was a Corinthian, and I am no longer able to think of him as a possible 
representative of the Achaean League. He must have achieved his eligibility for 
membership in the Panhellenion rather by serving as a magistrate at Corinth, and 
Corinth must have been a constituent member of the Panhellenion. J. H. Kent, 
Corinth, VIII, iii, The Inscriptions, 1926-1950, Princeton 1966, pp. 18-19, pointed 
out that in the reign of H-Iadrian the official language at Corinth changed from Latin 
to Greek. This highly significant change could not have taken place without the 
consent of Hadrian. It reflects a decision to recognize Corinth officially as a con- 
tinuation of the old Greek city and to admit it accordingly as such to the Pannhellenion. 

From then on, the settlers of the Roman colony were no more embarassing than 
the forbears of citizens in other Greek cities, where many families were of freedman 
ancestry. The ancient Corinthian glory covered them all. When the emperor Julian 
wished to offer explanations to Greece, he wrote to what he considered the three 
leading cities, Athens, Sparta and Corinth. 

JAMES H. OLIVER 

BALTIMORE, MARYLAND 

10 See footnote 6 above. 
"1Hesperia, Suppl. XIII, no. 37. His praenomen is now known to be Aulus (Hesperia 39, 

1970, pp. 79-93). 
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